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West Island Woodlands Community Advisory Group
Feb. 7, 2001

Regional District boardroom, Port Alberni
Present:
Advisory Group Members:

√
√

Carlson, Herald
Avis, Rick

Forest Recreation
Alternate

McKay, Pat                           Independent Sawmills

Cootes Jr., Charlie Uchucklesaht √ McKay, Jack                           Logging Contractors

√ Edgell, Phil Watershed Committee Morris, Rhonda                    ProvincialGovernment

√ Flynn, Shawn Small Woodlots                                           SmallBusiness/ Chamber

Johnsen, Gary Toquaht √ Leachman, Greg                         Labour (Alternate)

Johnson, Larry Huu-ah-aht √ Swann, Gary                         Regional Government

√ Wall, Chris                        Environment (Alternate)

√ Lem, Tawney Hupacasth √ Thornburg, Jack                                   Environment

Jim Lewis Bamfield                                                                     Ucluelet

√ McIntosh, John Parks Canada R Trumper, Gillian                           City Government

Tourism Watts, David                                               Tseshaht

Resource/Other:
Steve Chambers – Weyerhauser
Denis Fitzgerald - Weyerhauser Michelle Colussi - Facilitator
Guest Speaker: Peter Kofoed, Weyerhauser, Forest Planner Ryan Dvorak - Recorder
Guests: Erin Bedesel, Weyerhauser

1. Welcome and Introductions
Michelle Colussi facilitated this meeting. Ryan Dvorak was welcomed as the new recorder.

2. Approve Agenda
The agenda was approved with one addition under New Business; a report on the
progress of the subcommittee.

3. Acceptance of minutes from January 10, 2001
No formal motion was made for the acceptance of the minutes from the meeting of January 10,
2001.

4. Old Business
1. The web-site is thought to be operational by the end of February
2. Article #1 (certification) for local publication – Draft #3

! Page #2 starts re-draft
! Changes discussed at last meeting have been made
! T.F.L. definition was expanded upon
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! Quote from group member was not received, it was agreed that this
was not necessary

Discusion:
- comment was made on the credibility of certification with different
standards.
- It was suggested that the article should include that CSA standards are
one of three different systems
- There was a suggestion that there should be an article in the A.V. Times
explaining the differences between these systems
- It was mentioned that the FSC web-site will soon be operational
-Michelle has sent a letter to CSA, they have indicated that they will send
sections of the draft revision of CSA standards to the group for formal
comments.
- Michelle indicated that she would be meeting with the A.V. Times
Friday, February 16th, and that she would discuss an article.
The Article was agreed to as being fine. No objections where made to accepting the
article.

3. Draft #3 of the Communications plan
! Options where examined to create links with community groups in

order to be more proactive in gathering input.
! This could involve members of the group, or the responsibility could

be taken on by Michelle.
! It was noted that the group should do all that is possible to maintain

the credibility of the process.
The Communications plan has two issues; Representation and Outreach.

! The plan describes an outreach strategy.
! There was a suggestion made that the concept of the plan was good,

but that the examples provided for target presentations were not
necessarily appropriate, and that they should be removed from the
document.

Other options discussed for Outreach include:
! Having a special meeting open to the general public
! Put together a PowerPoint presentation
! Have a standard mailout package which can be forwarded to groups or

individuals interested.
Michelle will remove the examples from Draft#3 of the Communications Plan
and will get the information out to the press.

Draft #3 of the Communications plan with the agreed upon changes and comments
was approved with no objections.

4. The issue of the presentation to Port Alberni City Council was deferred to next
meeting
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5. New Business
Peter Kofoed’s presentation on TFL management plans and the process of AAC determination.
Peter is a forest planner with Weyerhauser. Copies of the slide presentation are available.

TFL management plans and AAC determination encompass three important
concepts;
1. Analysis of the Timber Supply
2. The Ministry of Forests Review
3. TFL 44 Harvest Strategy

a) An overview of past and current management plans for TFL 44.
! The Forest Act and the TFL licensing agreement mandate that there is in place

a management plan for each TFL
! This is a strategic plan which must be re-evaluated every five years
! Information regarding timber supply and AAC determination is collected and

sent to the Forest Service for review
! The management plan’s objectives and strategies include:

-    Community
- Integrated Resource Management
- Timber Resource Management

! “The Forest Project and Forest Certification are important components of a
strategy for Sustainable Forest Management and Responsible Stewardship”.

b) Analysis of the Timber Supply
! The Timber supply and AAC are determined every five years
! This allows for the introduction of new information into the decision making

process, and minimizes the potential impact of previous decisions.
! The analysis is prepared by the TFL license holder and is submitted along

with different planning options to the Ministry of Forests for review, where
the issue of long-run sustained yield is examined along with the determination
of the AAC.

! The estimate of the Long Term Harvest Level is based on:
-Land area available for timber harvest
-Productivity of the land
-Management inputs and methods (e.g. Fertilization, Variable Retention)
-Management constraints (e.g. rate of harvest restrictions)

! Two sets of analysis are prepared:
-The Timber Supply Analysis, projecting the forest growth and timber
harvest over 250 years.
-The Spatial Twenty-Year Feasibility Study. This study shows the spatial
feasibility of initial harvest levels proposed in the Timber Supply
Analysis.
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-This study ensures that concerns not addressed in the TSA can be dealt
with in a timely manner.

! 1/3 of the productive forest is reserved from harvest by some mechanism,
looking at new ways to harvest some of these net-down areas will increase the
timber supply available for harvest through the AAC determination.

! Analysis options are developed to explore specific issues, such as the impact
of landscape issues, landscape biodiversity options, and the Forest project –
variable retention options

c) TFL 44 Management Plans and the Process of AAC Determination
! TFL 44 Harvest Strategy, the decrease of the AAC and level of harvest in TFL

44 is largely due to a shrinking landbase; however, while the land mass has
decreased, the growth volume in the new forest has increased, from 7-8 in
1984, to 9+ today.

! The decline in the AAC is due to societal changes in terms of the utilization of
the forest, and the rationale of the Management plan is to be able to
continuously adjust to changes in society, new information, technological
changes, and the five-year plan allows for flexibility in the system

! There has been a marked increase in the Site Productivity index, measured as
the height of trees at fifty years of age

! The reduction in volume available for harvest has had a dramatic impact on
the level of harvest in the mature forest (a net decline of 45% in ten years)

! There are differing strategies for the AAC determination
-Financial, Biological, Technological
-Variable retention is being examined to deal with issues of social license,
harvest levels, and marketability of the product.

! The issue of age class is being examined, with the plan of bringing forward
trees to develop a full age distribution of available timber harvesting landbase.

Discussion:
-Group input on changes in analysis process would best go through Steve, as it is quite easy to run
the analysis.
-It was noted that the AAC only sets what can be harvested, the real harvest rates may be below
the AAC determination.
-Market forces where not examined; however, they will ultimately set harvest
levels.
-Further, that stumpage rates are impacting on harvest levels.
-Weyerhauser paid approximately $35 million last year for stumpage on timber
harvested from TFL 44.
-Economics have to be addressed in order to address sustainability.
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Suggestions:
-LTSY should meet the AAC level in order to demonstrate sustainability.
-Use profitability as an indicator
-Continue information quest
-Develop sustainable forest levels for TFL 44

Peter will come back to the next meeting to participate in discussion and
questions.

6. New Business Continued:
! The issue of membership in the group was deferred
! The Coastal Advisory Group Workshop at the Tigh-Na-Mara

-This is a workshop on how  advisory groups can better work together
-group members interested in attending are urged to book soon
-Any topic suggestions from the group would be appreciated

-Some specific topics suggested:
-How is sustainability tackled
-Is the overall age distribution of the TFL sustainable
-Are other groups indicators similar
-What is the connection between salmon and the forest

! There will also be a Coastal Biodiversity Workshop June 9-17th, 2001, dealing
with “Coastal Fish Diversity.

7. Subcommittee Report
There was a recommendation that another subcommittee be established to deal 
with socio-economic indicators. The Committee reviewed “Flagged items” list.
! Variable retention tour

-Neil could base a tour that would be accessible to both the group and the
general public

! Weyerhauser’s Central Purchasing Policy
-Suppliers shifted after Weyerhauser assumed control
-Perception is that there is little or no local impact

! First year critique of the scientific panel is out
Indicators:

! Indicator #1 – Acceptable age class limits
-groups increment is 0-10 years, etc.
-indicator portrays an even distribution of age classes.

! Indicator #5 – List of Species
-an indicator of health in the forest
-there was a recommendation to remove 5 vertebrates as the likelihood of
there presence in the DFA is remote.
-plants are more difficult to assess, and there is no easy way to decide if
some flora should or shouldn’t occur in the DFA.
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Rick will continue to examine floral and faunal indicators.
-localized population indicators may better capture species such as salmon
-Reference to indicators and their relationship to the FPC – deferred.

! Indicator #46 - Parkland Areas and Preliminary Buffers
-can it be demonstrated that harvesting along park buffers is different

! Meeting Feb. 27, 2001, at 7:00pm in the AVA resource center (McLean’s Mill
Hatchery building. This meeting will focus on “Access issues”, other groups
have been invited to attend, and all group members are welcome. We’ll
receive feedback on indicators and SFM plan.

! Need to rationalize “Access needs”
-list in terms of importance to the public
-reflect recreation values

Other:
! VAR should be specified

-planned out in Weyerhauser’s plan
-need clearer AAC issues in the plan

! Old-Growth conservation and recruitment plan
! MELP will help put together a presentation

-may fit presentation outside of planned meetings
! TFL Management by Zones and Watersheds needs further discussion

Handouts:
! “Silva Forest Foundation Conducts Canada’s First Wood Certification”
! “Red Listed Species From the South Island Forest District”

8. Next Meeting
A March meeting was decided upon in order to best utilize the new information,
the date will be announced based on room availability.

Next Meeting: Location: Regional District Boardroom
March 8, 2001 3008 Fifth Ave.

Port Alberni
Time: 6:00pm dinner

6:30pm meeting



Actions from the Feb. 8, 2001 WIW advisory group meeting

Action: Completion Date Person Responsible
1. Meeting with A.V.Times and submit

article
Feb.16 Michelle

2. Revise Communications Plan Feb.16 Michelle
3. Discussion of Membership Next Meeting All

4. Website Next Meeting Neil

5. Book room for either March 8 or 16 ASAP Michelle
6. Send overheads re: presentation to

Michelle
Next Meeting Peter Kofoed

7. Deliver thank-you card to Diane ASAP Ryan


